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Melanie Levick-Parkin’s research and creatve practce centres on visual communicaton and 
design & making practces which are concerned with gender, public voice and heritage. Her 
work is practce-led and has included writng and designing for museum and outdoor 
heritage projects, exploring visual and craf practces in tourism, re-contextualising ancient 
script in contemporary graphic design for Archaeology, and co-designing with female artsan
craf makers, amongst other things. Melanie’s background as an art director and a design 
educator means that her material practce is promiscuous in media, following ideas and 
concepts rather than being loyal to any partcular format or material. Her current work 
focuses on women’s visual and material public voice, bringing female histories, heritage, 
myths and futures into conversaton with issues of power and equality, through writng and 
visual arts practces such as collaging and mural work.
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‘I was born a Naiad on the 8th foor of a high rise’ - painted mural.

‘The island K and the theory of the South’ Project, August 2020 Viannos Art Gallery "Savas Petrakis" 
Keratokampos Crete.



Image Credit: Banou, E. (2008). Minoan ‘Horns of Consecration’Revisited: A Symbol of Sun Worship in 
Palatial and Post-Palatial Crete?. Mediterranean Archaeology and Archaeometry, 8(1), 27-47.

The piece is called 'I was born a Naiad on the 8th foor of a high rise' - it builds on some of my previous work about female 
histories and public visibility and voice. It was specifcally created for 'The island K and the theory of the South' project, the 
work placing itself in an imagined utopianism that speaks of hope for creatve futures and connecton with others, whilst 
acknowledging that collectve acton is necessary to re-make the world beter and anew as part of our everyday practce. It 
links to my reading of the 'Penelopiad' by Margaret Atwood and the frst female translaton of 'the Odyssey' by Emily 
Wilson and Mary Beard's 'Women and Power'. The canoe in the image is based on an infatable boat I used to play with in 
my bedroom when I was 4, imagining being able to travel the seas freely. The shape of the boat in the image consciously 
hints at the Minoan horns of the sacred bull and the Labrys double-bited axes. Both this and the use of the head symbol 
from the Phaesthos Disc on the hull, place the work directly into the visual heritage of Crete and the south coast in 
partcular, as well as linking it to previous projects working with Cretan script. The female fgure represents a ‘Naiad’, a 
greek water nymph - representng both mental and physical agility, freedom and power as well as a self-containment from 
which other things can be nurtured. 
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Mural for ‘Art En Route’ Festval Heraklion 2019
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‘Thinking of Penelope’ - Incomplete triptych 
 Melanie Levick-Parkin 2020

Digital collages, vintage nautcal, architectural foorplans & found images.
Incomplete triptych 
Part 1: Penelope's Kitchen, Part 2: The Weaving Room and the suitor’s balcony, 
(Incomplete Part 3:  Odysseus Bedroom)

In western thought and traditon, the virtue of Penelope is held in high regard. The myth of her dedicaton to her husband 
throughout his 10 years of wandering the Mediterranean has strongly infuenced patriarchal ideals of desirable female 
behaviour and values for millennia. I have always found this deeply disturbing. This is a woman who literally unmade the 
fruits her exquisite labour every night for ten years, whilst being a virtual prisoner in her own house. Not really something 
to aspire to.

Re-reading the Odyssey, this tme by Emily Wilson, for the frst tme translated by a woman, - a hailed translaton. I am 
looking for Penelope, - I am feeling for her, - I am thinking of her. 

‘Whereas Odysseus has many choices, many identtes, many places to go and people to be and to see, Penelope has only 
one choice, and it is defned exclusively by her marital status: she can wait for Odysseus, or marry someone else—and even 
this very limited choice is not open forever, since the abusive suitors can eventually force her hand.’ Wilson 2017

Even as Wilson (2017) explains that ‘the silencing of female voices, and the dangers of female agency, are central problems
in the poem’, - beyond the ratonal intellect it is hard not feel a kind of physical sense of horror and panic at the idea of 
being as trapped as Penelope. As trapped as all of the Penelopes, throughout the ages, - and the visceral sense that even as
we stand here now, certain privileges seemingly secured, powerful forces are at work, to curtail female freedom once 
again and forever more. The domestc space can be our refuge but also our prison, our bonds visible and invisible. The 
private sphere has for centuries been signposted as the female domain and is the place where we were supposedly kept 
safe from the outside world for our own beneft contnues to be a place of myth.
During Covid19, domestc violence incidences increased manifold – the vast majority directed at women. Reports also tell 
us that for those women lucky enough to be able to isolate in a safe home, - domestc labour, child care and home 
schooling has fallen disproportonately on their shoulders. Much has changed and nothing has changed. 
We need new maps, to plot our escapes to diferent futures.



   



    


